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The Sixth Sense: a forgotten, hidden key lying dormant within every human..Is it possible to:-

Influence reality with the power of thought?- Push into the universal mind, vastly increasing your

intelligence?- Easily reach peak states for real, breakthrough spiritual experiences?Indeed and

much more. This is not just another fuzzy New Age book about a magical, vague 'sixth

sense'.Igniting the Sixth Sense deals with the magnetic sense that allows birds, whales, bees and

many other animals to detect and use magnetic fields in ways that seem impossible for humans.

Yet, we possess this same natural ability. What happens if you combine a modern human with an

active, magnetic sensory? They display skills and abilities that seem, at times, super-human.Eric

Pepin, the #1 spiritual  bestselling author of Meditation within Eternity and The Handbook of the

Navigator, takes you on a journey where you will discover:* How to access a larger memory beyond

your own; the Akashic Records* Discover the method of magnetic prana attraction that makes the

entire Universe react to who you are and what you want* How to enhance every mind, body and

spiritual technique you practice. Including meditation, martial arts and more* The 15 minute miracle

that gives you nearly unlimited amounts of energy* How to create a 'psychic buffer' so you aren't

overwhelmed, harmed or influenced by the energy and thoughts of others* Learn the secret to

programming your own energy fieldAnd that's just the beginning. There are 280 pages worth,

packed with in-depth knowledge and effective techniques you can easily apply. It's all here, and it

works.
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Enjoyed the read, it was much like Meditation within Eternity in that it was a logical progression and

continuation of that book. From a readers point of view I found it compelling and think it was worth

the read for anyone wanting to expand their mind's horizons. And like his other book it was not

laborious at all to read, short and sweet and pleasantly concise.I am both a Christian and a martial

artist and I very much appreciate Mr. Pepin's view point as he explains it in both of his books I've

read. In no way did I feel like he slighted my own beliefs but rather I saw common ground.

Even though I am still in the middle of the book and have not finished it yet, I have learned so much

and have gotten so much information that is very useful~ It's opened my eyes to new ways of

thinking. The way you think is so important, because it shapes your life. Please read this book if you

want your life to improve, it all starts with you!

I really enjoyed "Meditation Within Eternity: The Modern Mystics Guide", as it was very helpful for

me in establishing a meditation practice and routine. I thought this book would be equally as

enjoyable. Unfortunately, with Igniting the Sixth Sense, it just seems like Mr Pepin's ego has taken

over his thought process in this book. It just wasn't for me.

If you're looking for a book to make your mind twitch, then this is it. Powerhouse of info that took me

awhile to mentally digest. This book covers energy grids and the matrix of how everything is

connected spiritually. It's a concept that I never knew of and never expected to find in this book. If

you are looking for information on how to strengthen yourself spiritually then this book contains a

wealth of information.

One must balance of course between inner and outer, giving and receiving, self-protection and

opennessand what I like about this book is the reason why Pepin says meditation is so



important:We must withdraw our attachments to all the pulls and demands from others for just a

bitsome of which can be too vampirical or demanding and not in our best interests- or anyone's.It is

good to have reinforced that our meditations are more vital to our health than we suspect.However I

think it gets maybe a little too dark and paranoid: Very much feeling his power,Pepin talks about

throwing someone's bad energy back at them- like a powerful little ball back in their faces.I

disagree. I think we go in with loving energy first and then ask questions later.

I began on the spiritual path 7 years ago. There have been good days and bad days along the way.

Eric describes all the things the Universe has taught me. He describes in this book how reading the

spiritual journals of 100 years ago, validated the thoughts and feelings that he had come to know

and trust. I have been lucky enough to run across this book at just the right time in my evolution.

Reading this book has taught me that no matter what society says, I am on the right path and

capable of so much more than I was ever taught to believe. Thank you, Eric Pepin, this book is a gift

to humanity. Charles Haanel wrote the book, "The Master Key System" in 1919 and it was my first

book on this path and now Eric Pepiin has given me the book that can put all I have learned

together.

I am on my second read as i want to internalize every detail taught. Mr. Pepin, THANK YOU for

sharing your knowledge in a way that can be put into effect immediately. THANK YOU for the raw

and honest places where you show your human nature and for then quickly taking us back to the

methods. It is not often a spiritual teacher says something as honest and relateable as "sometimes i

think "ill just zap you""... lol. An excellent job of showing us that you feel the same emotions we do,

you just have profound techniques for then tempering your emotions with love and a higher

knowledge.A TRUE SPIRITUAL POWERHOUSE DESTINED TO BECOME THE STANDARD FOR

A CLASSIC ENERGY EDUCATOR! I LOVE THIS GUY.

Eric Pepin does have some pretty amazing information about meditation and metaphysical concepts

but his delivery and structure in this book is very disjointed and random makes for a very mediocre

reading experience.
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